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A variational principle for limit analysis of beams and pi&es is developed from a yield function 
based on the Frobenius matrix norm. The formulation produced a pair of maximization and minimiza- 
tion probIems with a duality relation between them. Exact solutions of two simple problems are 
presented as verification to the validity of the new variational principle. An iterative algorithm is 
constructed to solve the minimization problem. The algorithm, tested successfully on the two example 
problems, is intended for beams and plates with general ioading and boundary condi~ons and shapes. 
Plasticity as a model for mechanics of a class of materials presents some unusual mathema- 
tical difficulties that require special treatment, To correctly represent the slip-yield 
phenomenon of the crystalline structure, the field functions like the displacement and strain 
should be allowed discuntinuous behavior. The lack of a one to one constitutive relation 
requires inequality or incremental representations. The differential geometry of large defor- 
mation further introduces unpleasant nonlinearities. Great efforts have been made to over- 
come these difficulties, leading to some large scale incremental computer programs [l, 21. 
Limit analysis provides an alternative approach. It avoids the tedium of the incremental 
analysis and attains the limit solution directly. Earlier development of limit analysis was based 
on a set of overly restrictive assumptions such as rigidity and perfect plasticity [3]. The lack of 
progress in methodology many years after the limit analysis theorems also discourages its 
application to practical engineering problems. Limit analysis should be interpreted as the 
asymptotic analysis for eIastopl~sticity [4]. The mathematical structure of a variational principle 
which could be applied to limit analysis was studied as early as 1936 [5] without a physical 
context, Of course, it was unnoticed by the researchers in mechanics. According to the author 
of IS], the mathematical cummunity did not pay much attention to it either, The variational 
inequality [6] is now an important chapter in nonlinear analysis. Its application to plasticity 
[7,8] interests both mathematicians and engineers. 
Limit analysis requires less input information. The constitutive relation is modeled by an 
inequality. This relaxed demand is quite welcome by the engineers since the stress-strain 
equation for many materials are either unavailable or uncertain. The output of the limit 
analysis provides crucial information in terms of the collapse load and collapse mode which 
engineers sought. On the other hand, the incremental analysis requires much more input and 
computes so much details some of which are hardly ever used in practice. 
The variational principle developed here is based on a special yield function of the moment 
matrix, 
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where M,,, Myy are the bending moment components, M,, is the twisting moment and MO is a 
material constant. f(M) = 0 describes the yield surface of a perfectly plastic plate or an 
envelope surface enclosing a11 possible states of moments. The plate is assumed stiff before 
collapse so small deflection is assumed up to the impending failure. 
In the classical analysis of differential equations, we require not only that the solutions 
satisfy the conditions prescribed on the boundary but they approach these conditions 
smoothly. In the variational principle in this paper, we allow certain discontinuities of the 
functions. They still satisfy the boundary conditions but may approach them with a jump. For 
example, a plate may be clamped on a boundary therefore the slope there must be zero. The 
plate is allowed to approach such a boundary with a finite slope, then jump to zero slope at the 
boundary. This is physically quite admissible as plates and beams kink. The discontinuity of 
slope is also allowed in the interior as the minimization prucedure dictates. The second 
derivatives of the deflection function w(x, y) at these discontinuities are interpreted as a set of 
measures [9] whose integration is a jump. 
The final formulation is in the form of minimizing an integral functional of the curvature 
matrix 
which is also called the Hessian matrix of the deflection W(X, y)_ 
Two simple examples are presented with their exact solutions. An algorithm is given for 
more complex problems. Test of convergence of the algorithm on the two example problems 
are shown. 
2. Formulation 
The 2 x 2 moment matrix 
represents the state of moment at a point in a plate with domain D. Those functions M which 
satisfy the equilibrium equation [IO] 
and the limit criterion (1) are called the lower bound solutions, where 90 is the load parameter 
and cp(x, y) is a given distribution function. We seek the maximum possible q. without 
violating (1) and f4). This can be formally stated as a variational problem with constraints that 
include inequalities, 
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max 40, 
s.t. v * (V - M) = q&J, 
f&f) = IlMllF - MO s 0 7 
Boundary Conditions on M, 
(5) 
where ]]M]lF is the Frobenius norm of a matrix defined by the expression in (1). The above 
stated problem is named primal problem. Using the variational procedure, one can derive the 
dual problem for a given primal problem. We have such a paired formulation called the 
potential energy and the complementary energy in the theory of elasticity. The dual problem 
of (5) can be derived in the same manner as that in [lo]. We shall omit the derivation here and 
only state the dual problem, 
min MO 
If 
D IlvvwllF dA = q* , 
(6) 
s.t. 
Conditions on w , 
where q* > q. is a property of the duality relation between (5) and (6) and w is sought in the 
space of all kinematically admissible functions to minimize q*. We shall denote this space by 
W. Functions in W must be continuous. Their first derivatives may take finite jumps. Their 
second derivatives at the jumps are defined as integrable measures. When such jumps are 
present, the contribution of the distributions must be added to the integral. Thus the 4” in (6) 
should be replaced by 
q* = min MO (j- j- llVV”‘lIF dA + j- I[JwlVnll ds) 
D r 
where r is the union of all curves of discontinuities with normal direction II and arc length 
direction s including the boundary D, the brackets [ ] denote the jump of the quantity it 
encloses. Often the line integral is not explicitly written. Then the interpretation of the area 
integral must include the contributions from the distributions as the integrals in W imply. 
Two simple example problems can be solved exactly to demonstrate the application of this 
new variational principle. They are given in the next section. 
3. Simple examples 
3.1. A clamped beam of length 2a under a uniform load q. 
The lower bound formulation (5) becomes one dimensional, 
max 40, 
s_t. MM=~~, -asx<a, Ikf-M0~0, (8) 
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where ( )’ denotes derivative with respect to X, and no boundary condition on M is prescribed. 
For this simple problem the equilibrium equation can be integrated easily to give 
M(x) = iqox2+ c-*x -t c, (9) 
where C1 and C, are constants. Since M(x) must be even by symmetry, C, = 0. The maxima 
and the minimum of M in the interval f-a, a] are M(--a) = M(a) = &lz” + C2 and M(O) = C2, 
respectively. If we let C, = --A&, and $qOu2 + C, = MO, then qO attains maximum 
The dual problem (6) has the form 
min ~~(~~ /w”j dx + /w’(-a)l+ 1~~~~~~) = y* , 
-a 
s.t. wdx= 1, w(-a)- w(a) = 0) w’(-a)= w’(a)=& 
(11) 
Since we do not know the locations of the possible discontinuities in the interior, we shall 
compute them as they come. 
One function, 
satisfies all constraints and gives 
The fact, 4” 3 q. = 4Mo/a” suggests that (13) is the true minimum. We do not claim however 
that w(x) in (12) is unique. For this problem, w(x) is unique. But for more complex limit 
analysis problems, many collapse modes may be associated to the same collapse ioad. The 
optimality q* is always unique. 
.3.2. A ~~~lp~v ~t~ppz~rted c~rc~~ur ptaie of ~~d~~~~ a with a c~r~c~~~~t~d hnd P at its cmm 
The primal problem (5) is usually more difficult to solve than the dual problem (6). We shall 
present only the exact dual solution w(r) for this circular plate. 
By polar symmetry (6) reduces to 
min 2n 
f 
Iv’ r’w$ -t wf dr = ~~~M~, 
0 
s.t. w(O)= 1, wfl)=O. 
(14) 
Here we have normalized the variables and P” 2 P. ( )r denotes derivative with respect to K 
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Using the standard operations in calculus of variations one can derive the Euler’s equation, 
(r2ww/s)r - WAS = c, w(0) = 1, w(l) = 0 (18 
where S = (r’w; f ~5)~‘~ and C is an arbitrary constant. This third order ordinary differential 
equation requires one more boundary condition. In the case of linear analysis, we use the 
regularity condition w,(O) = 0. For functions in W such a regufarity condition cannot be taken 
for granted. The values of ~~(0) and C are determined by the minimization procedure. The 
exact solution for this problem happened to be simple. One can easily verify that 
satisfies (15) when C= -1 is chosen. The minimum value ~*/~~ is 2n. This collapse mode 
agrees with the classical limit analysis solution [ll]. The circular plates with other loading and 
boundary conditions do not assume the cone as the collapse mode. Exact numerical solutions 
of circular plates under various loading and boundary conditions are presented in [12], 
The two simple examples only serve to verify some facts of the variational formulations (5) 
and (6) In Section 4 we give an iterative algorithm for numerical solutions of more general 
problems. 
4. An algorithm 
In the two examples we simply tried and succeeded using simple functions in W to satisfy 
the variational principle, In general the exact solutions can only be approached iterativeIy and 
numerically. In this section an iterative algorithm is suggested and is applied to approach the 
known exact solutions of the examples. 
We restrict the discussion for plates with either simply supported or clamped boundaries 69 
of a general domain D. Other boundary conditions can be easily implemented. The loading on 
the plate is specified by a distribution function 40(x, y) in W. The iterative scheme is 
constructed by rewriting (6) in the form 
s.t. I I Jw)dA= 1, 
(w)k=O on H3, (w,)k = 0 on 4D , 
k=l,2,..*, 
(17) 
where the subscripts x, y, n denote partial derivatives, k denotes iteration index, E > 0 is a 
small parameter to protect from division by zero and (w)o is an assumed initial iterate. The 
line integral and the boundary condition (w-k = 0 are removed for the simply supported 
plates. 
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The square root in the denominator is now a known function which serves as a temporary 
measure of local curvature. Its inverse is a weighting function for the quadratic functional. 
Therefore, small curvature weights more than large curvature. The minimization at each 
iteration will drive the regions with small curvature to further reduce their curvature. It is a 
distinct possibility that curvature of some region wili be driven to zero. This is not surprising 
since limit solutions of plates are known to include rigid body deflection for part of the plate. 
The parameer F protects computation from such a possibility. The Richardson’s extrapoiation 
1131 can be used to obtain the solution for E = 0. 
Since the functional in (17) is quadratic we can use the standard finite element method f l-11 
at each iterative step. The problem is similar to an elastic plate with variable thickness. The 
finite dimensional problem has the form 
min wZA(w4wk 
k= 1,2,... (IS) 
s.t. ctwn = 1 
where wk is the vector representation of wk(x, y), A is a symmetric positive definite matrix 
whose elements are functions of wk-1(.& y). c is a constant vector derived from the constraint 
integral. 
At each iterative step k we treat A as a constant matrix and solve the quadratic 
programming problem, 
min wtAw - 3h(c’w - 1) (Ici’l 
where A is the Lagrangian multiplier. The solution of (19) is 
A = I/e’v. w-hv. wtAw = A (20) 
where u is the solution of the sparse linear system Av = c. Using (20) we update the matri\: rl 
and proceed to the next iteration until /] Wktl - wk]] < 6, an error tolerance criterion. 
Unlike the incremental method where the stiffness matrix becomes singular or ill-con- 
ditioned as we approach the limit solution, the matrix A in the quadratic programming 
problem (19) is always well conditioned. Also unlike the incrementa method, the error of the 
iterative soiution is not accumulative. 
We make no attempt to prove the convergence of this iterative algorithm. To test the con- 
vergence. the solutions of the two example problems in the previous section are computed using 
the iterative method. The Hermitian spline is used as the basis functions for the tinite elements. 
Forty elements are used for the normalized beam domain [-I, I], and the plate domain 10. 1). 
Hence the approximate solutions are relatively smooth. The initial and final iterations for the 
beam and the circular plate are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The initially smooth 
iterates are driven by the algorithm to approach the kinks in the beam and the cone of the plate. 
Minimization of a square root functional arises also in other fields. The most well known is 
the minimal surface problem 
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Fig. 1. Iterative solutions for a clamped beam under Fig. 2. Iterative solutions for a simply-sup~rted cir- 
uniform load. cular plate under a centered force. 
min 
II 
‘/l+ wf+ w;dA, 
D 
s.t. w=g OnaD, 
(21) 
where subscripts X, y denote partial derivatives and g is a given function on the bounda~ 4D. 
This problem has a wide interest shown by the large amount of literature [15, 16, 171. We are 
following the other developments to further the advances in plasticity. 
5. Final remarks 
Although the upper and lower bound theorems are well known, the variational approach to 
limit analysis is relatively recent. The variational principles (5) and (6) involving the Frobenius 
matrix norm as a yield function for plates is new. 
The two simple examples provide some credibility to the new formulation although the 
Frobenius norm as a good yield function for plates requires additional study both theoretically 
and experimentally. The yield criterion given in (1) is more conservative than the Johanson’s 
maximum bending moment yield criterion [18] 
which predicts higher collapse loads than observed. It is expected that the solutions obtained 
from the new variational principle will be more realistic. 
The iterative algorithm is simple and is adaptive to the existing finite element codes for 
variable thickness plates and the standard sparse matrix solution routines. Solutions to several 
boundary value problems are now being computed to provide data for an experimental 
project. 
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